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Abstract

Context:
Diabetes care is complex, requiring motivated patients, providers, and systems that enable guideline-based 
preventative care processes, intensive risk-factor control, and positive lifestyle choices. However, care delivery 
in low- and middle-income countries (LMIC) is hindered by a compendium of systemic and personal factors.  
While electronic medical records (EMR) and computerized clinical decision-support systems (CDSS) have held  
great promise as interventions that will overcome system-level challenges to improving evidence-based health 
care delivery, evaluation of these quality improvement interventions for diabetes care in LMICs is lacking.

Objective and Data Sources:
We reviewed the published medical literature (systematic search of MEDLINE database supplemented by 
manual searches) to assess the quantifiable and qualitative impacts of combined EMR–CDSS tools on physician 
performance and patient outcomes and their applicability in LMICs.

Study Selection and Data Extraction:
Inclusion criteria prespecified the population (type 1 or 2 diabetes patients), intervention (clinical EMR–CDSS 
tools with enhanced functionalities), and outcomes (any process, self-care, or patient-level data) of interest.  
Case, review, or methods reports and studies focused on nondiabetes, nonclinical, or in-patient uses of 
EMR–CDSS were excluded. Quantitative and qualitative data were extracted from studies by separate single 
reviewers, respectively, and relevant data were synthesized.

Results:
Thirty-three studies met inclusion criteria, originating exclusively from high-income country settings. Among 
predominantly experimental study designs, process improvements were consistently observed along with small, 
variable improvements in risk-factor control, compared with baseline and/or control groups (where applicable).
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Intervention benefits varied by baseline patient characteristics, features of the EMR–CDSS interventions, 
motivation and access to technology among patients and providers, and whether EMR–CDSS tools were combined 
with other quality improvement strategies (e.g., workflow changes, case managers, algorithms, incentives). 
Patients shared experiences of feeling empowered and benefiting from increased provider attention and 
feedback but also frustration with technical difficulties of EMR–CDSS tools. Providers reported more efficient  
and standardized processes plus continuity of care but also role tensions and “mechanization” of care.

Conclusions:
This narrative review supports EMR–CDSS tools as innovative conduits for structuring and standardizing 
care processes but also highlights setting and selection limitations of the evidence reviewed. In the context of 
limited resources, individual economic hardships, and lack of structured systems or trained human capital, this 
review reinforces the need for well-designed investigations evaluating the role and feasibility of technological 
interventions (customized to each LMIC’s locality) in clinical decision making for diabetes care.
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